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national

m
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recently I1 heard a well known political spoke with varying degrees of accents Hhee
scientist talking about foreign students living said the indians and japanese have heheavyavys
in the united states he asked why they accents while indonesiansIndonesians and filipinos

dont his question bothered me for two
reasons first it indicated a lack of exper-
ienceCONTENTS on his part indians and japanese are
usually identifiable by their speech but so

ESOL EIALELALelal are indonesiansIndonesians and filipinos if he had
by lanylarrylant E smith tagepage 1 more experience he would find that out

second and more seriously the attitude
teaching english through underlying his question seemed to be
songs and games english is the language of the united

by patricia P realmrealin page 4 states if foreign students plan to study
here why dont they get rid of their for-
eignESL adult literacy A new accents and speak it the way we do

use for dialogues without accent at first this attitude
by jack wigfield page 6 angered me it seemed a classic example of

linguistic imperialism we have the best
new ESL songs page 8 language we speak it correctly if youll

learn to speak it well youll be all right
teaching writing skillsskiffsskinns As I1 thought more about it however I1 be-

ganto adult navajoscavajos to realize he was not unique in his think-
ingby sally currie page 10 and we in english language education
ELE around the world are partly the cause

incidental learning via of it we have led others to feel that english
pedagogic dialogues belongs to native english speakers to am-

ericansby emilio G cortez page 12 ericans canadians australians and the
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british too often nonnativenon native english tionseions come to mind how and why has
teachers have been heard saying english english become an international language
isnt our language as if it belonged to how does any language become an interna-

tionalanother race nation or ethnic group EFL language even more basic questions
english as a foreign language and ESL are what is an international language
english as a second language are the most who might use one for what purpose911

frequently used terms for ELE in asia and like pain it is more difficult to define tharthanthal
the pacific ESOL english for speakers of to recognize what is needed is an opera-

tionalother languages is the cover term used for definition of an international language
both EFL and ESL english is said to be a and let me suggest that it is a language used
foreign language in countries like japan by people of different nations to communi-

catethailand and korea while it is called a with one another As you will notice
second language in hong kong the philip-
pines

this definition doesnt bar any language
and singapore I1 no longer believe from being used as an international language

that these terms EFL ESL ESOL are the any of the 3000 or more languages of the
most appropriate for our work in ELE in world can be and many often are languages
that they dont accurately identify and used for communication by people of
reflect how english is being used I1 think it different nations for example bengali
is time for a change qualifies as an international language when

it is used by people from india and bangla-
deshwe in ELE need to find redundant ways to communicate with each other so

to point out that english belongs to the is bikol a language of the philippines if
world and every nation which uses it does
so with different tone color and quality larry smith is a research associateanyone who speaks english has an accent at the east west center culture learn-

ingno matter whether it is an american a mal-
aysian institute he has travelled exten-

sivelyor a zambiancambianZambian it is true then that in the far east and presentlyindians and japanese speak with accents heads two for inserviceserviceInwhen they speak english but so do cana-
dians

programs one
teacher trainers and for pre

australians and all the rest english is one
service teacher trainersan international language it is yours no

matter who much it is mineyou are as as it is used by an indonesian to communicate
no matter who I1 am we may use it for with a filipino then an international

different purposes and for different lengths language may be any of the languages ofof time on different occasions but nonethe-
less

the earth either natural or man made
it belongs to all of us english is one of such as esperanto or PL 1 it can be used forthe languagelanguagess of japan korea micronesia trade and lawdiplomacy on aand the philippines it is one of the lan-

guages

any purpose

of the repubilicrepubflic of china thailand large scale between governments or trans-
national corporations or on a smallvery

and the states no one needs to become scale between tourists and locals in a depart-
mentmore like the americans the british the store while the ultimate goal ofaustralians the canadians otheror any language is communication the

native in order claim
usageenglish speaker to lay actual content of the transaction can be as

on the language to take the argument a varied as the populations involved
step further it isnt even necessary to appre-
ciate the culture of a country whose princi-
pal

if any language can serve as an interna-
tionallanguage is english in order for one to language then our questions how

use it effectively english belongs to every-
one

and why has english become an interna-
tionalif you accept this argument then it language and how does any

is time to stop calling it a foreign language language become an international language
or second language instead lets change can be answered quite simply english or
ESOL to EIAL english as an international any other language is an internationalinternational
auxilaryauxiliaryAuxilary language which more accurately language when used by people of different
reflects the present state of english lan-
guage

nationalities to communicate with each
usage around the world other our questions may then become

if we do make this change several ques what is it that causes a language to be
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frequently used as an international one as an international language than russian
and what languages have beenarebeewarebee nare being yet no one denies that the soviet union
used frequently I1 would suggest that has much more power and influence than
in the past the most frequently used lan-
guages

france
as international languages were

latin sanskrit arabic spanish and colonial history france has many more
former colonies than russia so that helps infrench in the last fifty years the use of

english has greatly increased and today comparing them but what about spain
french and english are perhaps the ones which liashasilas more than france yet spanish
most frequently used as international isnt as frequently used as an international
languages why it might be assumed that language as french
the total number of native speakers would
have something to do with it the more 4 language of big C culture that is

speakers the more often the language is nations having a history of recognized fine
used at first the observation appears to be arts this definition certainly fits coun-

triestrue we note that there are only 28 lan-
guages

where latin arabic sanskrit spanish
which have more than 30 million and french is or was spoken but what

native speakers if we combine the total about english compared with mandarin or
number of speakers of these languages with italian there is no way english could
the result is about 3 billion people of these win either contest
28 languages there are only 17 with over
50 million native speakers and these com-
prise

wealth in natural resources of the coun-
triesover four fifths of the 3 billion total which use the language natively if

it would seem then that the languages most that were the case then indonesian and
frequently used as international languages arabic should be frequently used
would be this 17 this is true following
this line of reasoning we would expect the technological advancement of the coun-

triestop three to be the most frequently used which use the language natively 7 if
this is not true so japanese would be one of the most

frequently used but so far it isnt
the 17 languages which have 50 million

or more native speakers in order of decreas-
ing

number of countries which use the lan-
guagemagnitude are 1 mandarin 2 eng-

lish
natively as the principal language

3 spanish 4 russian 5 bengali this seems like a possibility english is used
6 hindi 7 arabic 8 portuguese natively in the united kingdom the united
9 japanese 10 german 11 wu shang-

hai
states canada australia south africa and

12 italian 13 javanese new zealand but french is used only in
14 french 15 telegu 16 cantonese france and western switzerland southern

and 17 korean although french is fre-
quently

belgium and various former french posses-
sionsused as an international language while spanish is used as the principal

it ranks 14 on our list of 17 we are forced language in spain most of central and
to the conclusion that the total number south america mexico cuba puerto rico
of native speakers does not correlate and the dominican republic and arabic
directly with the frequency a language is is the principal language of arabia jordan
used as an international language syria iraq egypt and parts of northern

africa
what about power and political influence

of the countries in which a language is used it appears to be very difficult to state thetho
natively these factors would appear to have criteriacriterial attributes of a language whichcausewhich cause
an influence on language usage until we it to be used frequently as an international
realize that french is more frequently used language I1 must admit I1 dont know howhoworhoborr

why english has become an internatiinternaziinterinternationalnati al
information taken from language and language of frequent use but I1 do know that

development A retrospective survey of it has never before has it beerbeen more readily
ford foundation language projects 1952 used across frontiers it is the languagelanguareape most
19741974p13p 13 continued on page 14
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certainly it will have the flavor of each

ESOL elgiHALEIALbal country using it while at the same time havema an international character in that it is under-
stood and accepted by non nationals the

continuedftomcontinued from page 3 second change in the affective component
is the attitude about the english spoken by

used TV in films at interna-
tional
frequently on foreigners we must become more tolerant

conferences even in popular songs of the english used by others just because
it is the chief language of sports the united the other person doesnt speak english the
nations export trade air controllers and way we do doesnt mean heshebeshe is wrong or
captains at sea it is the most widely studied speaking incorrectly tolerance can be
language in the world the present leaders of gained by exposure to speakers of a variety
france and germany use english in their of englishesenglisherEnglishes but students must be taught to
political and private discussions when expect differences accept them and not be
willy brandt visited israel posters of protest upset by them
and welcome were in english lee kwan
yew used it in peking when visiting chair-
man

under the structural component we

mao it is the language of japanese would discontinue teaching what is common

tourists in thailand and thai tourists in american and british english structure

malaysia instead we would begin with how best to
if we all agree that english is widely and communicate our ideas and ideals to others

in spoken and written international auxiliaryinternational andoften used as an language
efleslesol english well have to consider that withwe decide to change our

classes to EIAL classes what might the con-
sequences

different people we may have to use differ-
entbe I1 believe there are affective structural approaches the verb agree-
mentstructural and rhetorical consequences to be word order and tenses may or may

considered lets consider them in that not remain the same but the paragraph

order under the affective component there arrangement will probably change almost
are two principal changes first the attitude certainly well have to display more accep-

tanceof the teacher about english being their of sentences like doll clothes
would youve got no more or 1I went to visitlanguage rather than ours change

english can and should be de nationalized my sister in the hospital he had an opera-
tion or despite he was lazy he passedit could then become an auxiliary language

of any country wishing to teach it english is his examination these traditionally
aberrant sentences all communicate andnot to be parallel or equal to the native

of the communication is what language is forlanguage but is one of the languages
then native these are not however the structures wecountry and the students are

of would teach our students to use but tospeakers thai english filipino english
korean english etc it is another language accept from others in spoken or written
for each of them to use in their attempt to form

communicate with others they maintain under the rhetorical component we will
their own nonverbalnon verbal cues and their own develop the style pronunciation intonation
political opinions they show anger joy and rhythm of our dialect of interninternationalationalactional

affection surprise hate etc in the same auxiliary english at the same time making
way as they always have but the language sure that it is understandable to foreigners
used is international auxiliary english allowing for a period of adjustment as is
english becomes the auxiliary language used necessary across native dialects of english
to explain and discuss their culture with it is our english and it should have our
foreigners it may also be the auxiliary lan-
guage

tone color and quality but it is also
used by nationals of the same country theirs and should be understandable to

in government education or business or a all
combination of these as is the caseincase in india
singapore and the philippines this auxiliary moving in this direction we must re-

thinkenglish belongs to each country and has as several things teacher training and
wide or as limited a use as is felt desirable adaption of materials will almost certainly
it may even facilitate unity and nationalism be different what about students does
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everyone need international auxiliary eng-
ish

or to learn new patterns of thought rather
can it be an elective subject for anyone it is to extend the ability of our students to

at any age should it be taught in the communicate their ideas and their culture
public schools are the methods to be it is to help them learn about all other
different Is one skill more important cultures and to be better able to participate
than any other Is the best teaching staff in the world community which includes
composed of locals americans or a mix-
ture

their home town as well as their countryscountrys
of multi nationals each otof wnomwfiomwenom is capital fourth I1 suggest as a standard for

speaking hisheraisher own dialect of international correctness we have two criteria 1 Is the
auxiliary english there is a danger thatmat meaning communicated would the non-

experiencedinternational english with a single ortho-
graphy

person on the street understand
could become so fragmented that the message 2 Is the register used appro-

priatethe different dialects would eventually be for the situation with this beginning
unintelligible to each other and we would I1 think we in ELE can discover the answers
have to communicate in writing there is no to our other questions
sign of this happening but we must keep
it in mind and remember that it did happen
to chinese

the major problem that I1 see is that there
is no standard for correctness or appropri-
atenessateness we dont know what the parameters
are for the affective structural and rhetori-
cal components english has been used
frequently as an international auxiliary
language for more than just a few years
yet no one seems to know just how different
in kind and degree one dialect of inter-

national english can be from another
dialect and still be mutually understandable
and acceptable these are things we in ELE
need to be working on operational research
is needed and we should get help fromfroin the
english teaching information centre in
london the center of applied linguistics
in washington DC the central institute
of english language inin bangkok the re-
gional language centre in singapore the
central institute of english at hyderabadHyderabad
the english language centre in hong kong
the language study center of philippine
normal college and the culture learning
institute of the east west center in hono-
lulu however lets not wait for someone
else to provide us with answers that we need
let us begin ourselves first lets stop
calling the english we teach a FOREIGN or
SECOND language or even ESOL and begin
to call it an international auxiliary english
second lets change our attitude about
the language no longer should we feel that
it belongs to someone else this dialect of
international auxiliary english is ours
third lets continue to keep in mind the
goal for teaching english it is not to learn
about english calcolcaiculturecolturecoitureturpturetute to broaden the mind




